The increasing complexity in industrial plasma processing demands new strategies for process control and monitoring. The energy transport mechanisms in the interface region between non-thermal low-pressure plasma and surface are of particular importance. Measurements of the "in situ" surface condition, which strongly affects the plasma-surface interaction processes, are extremely challenging. The most promising approach for advanced process monitoring is the active coupling of semi-kinetic simulations and diagnostics. We present a numerical study of varying the surface loss probability for metastable oxygen and the gamma coefficient for molecular oxygen ions and the corresponding impact on the plasma properties. Possibilities to exploit a synergy between modelling and experiments are discussed. A hybrid model for a capacitively coupled discharge is applied, where a simple chemistry, including electrons (e), the background gas oxygen (O 2 ), molecular oxygen positive ions (O 2 + ), atomic oxygen negative ions (O -) and metastable molecular oxygen (O 2 ( 1 Δ)) is considered. It is found that the plasma-surface interaction processes have a major impact on plasma parameters as well as on the characteristic spatio-temporal structures of the heating mechanisms. These structures can also be observed experimentally via phase resolved optical emission spectroscopy (PROES) and correlated to the model in order to draw conclusions on the present surface condition. This approach predicts plasma and substrate surface parameters, without the requirement of taking "ex situ" measurements of the surface. ________________________________ * The authors would like to thank Intel Ireland for supporting this work.
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